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General Description

The UTIAS-Brican flight testing at the Burwash Training Site, scheduled on 23-24 May 2013,
was performed in order to demonstrate a fully functional proof-of-concept system for monitoring
of forest fires using UAVs. The flight test was conducted by flying a UAV (Brican TD100) over a
given area of a forest based on a predefined flight path to cover the target area, where a prescribed
set of fire pans were set and distributed in advance. The flight tests were designed to demonstrate
the following functionality:
1. detection of all fire targets and hot spots placed in the area by the Ministry of Natural
Resources (MNR) personnel;
2. ability to transmit the location of each hot spot to a ground station in real time during the
flight;
3. to store detected hot spot images of the fire (thermal and visual) for post processing and
verification; and
4. to perform post-flight test data analysis.
This project is a collaboration between the Flight Systems and Control group at the University of
Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies and a Canadian company Brican. FSC was responsible
for designing and implementing a payload consisting of a thermal camera, on-board computer for
image processing and data recording and a separate ground station used for mapping of the fires in
real time and doing data processing after the flight. Brican provided an unmanned aerial vehicle
platform which carried the payload. Project also received a lot of support from the Ministry’s
Aviation, Forest Fire and Emergency Services (AFFES) program which coordinates forest fire
detection, monitoring, suppression and public information and education services for Ontario.
AFFES played a huge role during the test flights by providing field testing site and staff support,
as well as evaluation of test results.
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Brican TD100

Brican TD100 UAV has the following specifications and flight parameters:
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• Empty weight (Electric): 15.87 Kg/ 35lb
• Maximum take-off weight: 25 kg/55 lb
• Useful Payload: 9.1 kg / 20 Lbs
• Wingspan: 5.0 m/ 16ft
• Length: 2.0 m/ 6 ft 6”
• Air frame: Composite Carbon Fiber
• Autopilot: Micropilot
• Take-off: Pneumatic Launcher
• Landing: Manual

Figure 1: TD100 Specs
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Mission Payload

Payload for the Burwash mission consisted of the Flir A65 thermal camera for acquisition of
radiometric data and on-board computer for image processing and communication with the ground
station. Computer used for image processing and interfacing with radio transmitters is Pico ITX
LP-170H with Intel Atom Processor D410 1.66 GHz and 1Gb of RAM. It has a compact flash
card for storage and runs a Ubuntu Linux operating system on it with 52Gb available for data
storage. Flir A65 specs and features are as follows:
• Synchronous triggering of multiple cameras
• Compact size
• High sensitivity <50mK
• Wide temperature range -40C to 165C
• GigaE backend and power over ethernet
• 640x512 frame size
• 25mm camera lenses
• 68 by 54 meter ground coverage area at 150m (500ft) altitude

Figure 2: Flir A65 Thermal Camera
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Test Flight Setup

Test flights were performed near Sudbury at the Burwash Training Site for fire fighters training
and prescribed fire fighting exercises. A special flight operations certificate was obtained prior to
the flight. Ten hot spots were placed throughout the area by the MNR fire crew. Locations of the
hot spots were chosen by the MNR crew as well. Each hot spot consisted of a pan 60cm by 30cm
in size and they were filled with charcoal. Average temperature of hot spots during the flight was
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Figure 3: Burwash Training Site Map
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Table 1: Measurement of Hot Spot Locations
Spots
Alpha
Bravo
Charlie
Delta
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India
Juliette

GPS
46.2468
46.2491
46.2492
46.2460
46.2421
46.2411
46.2394
46.2424
46.2452
46.2432

(DD)
-80.8525
-80.8531
-80.8609
-80.8637
-80.8650
-80.8604
-80.8583
-80.8547
-80.8506
-80.8578

Type
Bushline
Cover
Bushline
Cover
Field
Field
Cover
Cover
Cover
Field

Figure 4: Hot Spot Locations
recorded to be 450C. There were 3 different types of hotspots based on their location: bushline
(next to the bushes), field (open field) and cover (partially covered by vegetation and canopy).
The flight path of the aircraft during the mission is the standard Zambonni pattern which ensures
that the entire area of interest is covered. The flight path was selected assuming no knowledge of
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(a) HS Alpha (Bushline)

(b) HS Charlie (Bushline)

(c) HS Echo (Field)

(d) HS India (Cover)

Figure 5: Different types of hot spots
hot spot locations. Two parameters which were taken into account when selecting the flight path
were the total area which needed to be covered and the field of view of the thermal camera. The
path was chosen to ensure that the UAV will sweep the entire area of interest and that there will
be 50 percent overlap in thermal images (in both x and y directions).
The payload can be started remotely from the ground station but it currently has to be preprogrammed to run for a set time. For the Burwash flight test it was programmed to run for an 1
hour and 15 minutes. It was estimated that the UAV will be able to cover the entire area in that
time.
The threshold for identifying hot spots was set at 70C. This was deliberately set at a fairly low
temperature because during fire detection a false positive is more acceptable than missing a hot
spot all together.
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Figure 6: Flight Path
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Results

Figure 7 shows all the fires detected during the 1h15m operation of the payload. Position of each
of the hot spots was assumed to be the same as the position of the UAV as it was flying over the
hot spot. No additional corrections were done.
As can be seen 9 out of 10 fires were detected correctly and reported to the ground station in real
time. A hot spot Golf was not detected because the UAV did not cover that area during the first
1h15m of the flight test and the payload stopped recording data before the UAV got to the hot
spot.
In addition there appear to be 3 false positives identified during the flight. As post-flight data
analysis has shown the false positive was a crew member riding through the area on an ATV.
The temperature reported for the false positive was 85C on average coming from the engine of
the ATV. All 3 false positives are generated by the same ATV simply recorded at different places
on different passes. This particular false positive could be easily eliminated by increasing the
threshold for hot spot detection from 70C to around 100C.
Figure 8 shows the average positions of each hot spot and Table 2 summarizes the error for the
location of each of the detected hot spots. Average error in position for all detected hot spots was
45m.

Results Corrected by IMU
Calculations in Table 2 were performed on-line during the flight on the ground station computer.
During the flight we had no access to the IMU data from the Micropilot autopilot and so the
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Figure 7: Raw Flight Results
Table 2: Measurement of Hot Spot Locations
Spots Error(m)
Alpha
62
Bravo
20
Charlie
79
Delta
52
Echo
74
Foxtrot
40
Golf
—
Hotel
20
India
35
Juliette
27

attitude of the UAV was not taken into account for these calculations. As part of the data
post-processing the IMU data from the autopilot was incorporated into localization of hotspots.
Autopilot recorded UAV’s attitude at every 0.2 seconds. This was then synchronized with the
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Figure 8: Average Flight Results
GPS data using interpolation based on timestamps of GPS and IMU data. New GPS positions of
hotpots were calculated using the GPS location of the UAV and its attitude. Table 3 summarizes
the results.
Table 3: Corrected Measurement of Hot Spot Locations
Spots Error(m)
Alpha
3.13
Bravo
3.95
Charlie
3.97
Delta
0.34
Echo
3.98
Foxtrot
1.78
Golf
—
Hotel
5.93
India
1.78
Juliette
2.50
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The average error for IMU-corrected positions of hotspots was 3m. This is a significant improvement over the uncorrected error of 45m. This error could potentially be reduced even further by
synchronizing IMU and GPS at the software level during the flight rather than using interpolation
based on time. These results demonstrate the full potential of this method for finding hotspot
locations. It could be further developed to monitor fire growth and expansion rates for predicting
fire front propagation.
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Sample Images

The following are some sample thermal images recorded during the flight.
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Figure 9: UAV flying over India host spot
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Figure 10: UAV flying over false positive hot spot (ATV)
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